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    	Sit-Stand Tables	[image: CHANGE ]High-quality sitting-standing table
                                    Design instead of technology

C- and T-base same design

Light thanks to aluminium

Function in every detail

Many additions
                                  CHANGE 
	[image: CHANGE management]Conference and work table
                                    Design instead of technology

Light thanks to aluminium

Function in every detail

Many additions
                                  CHANGE management
	[image: CHANGE conference]Sit-stand conference facilities
                                    High-class design

Function in every detail

Many additions

Flexible integration of media connections
                                  CHANGE conference
	[image: CONCLUSION ]Single Workstation
                                    Table-Wall-System

Structures rooms

Integrates light and technology

Holistic facility

From reception, lounge, middle zone to sitting/standing workstations
                                  CONCLUSION 
	[image: CONCLUSION]Group Workstation
                                    table-wall system

structures rooms

integrates light and technology

holistic furnishing

optimal linking
                                  CONCLUSION
	[image: HAIMISH Sit-Stand Table]Sit-stand table for home office and office
                                    electromotive adjustment from 650 - 1300 mm

many accessories for daily office work

high quality in design and materials
                                  HAIMISH Sit-Stand Table
	[image: COVER Sit-Stand Table]Mobile sitting standing table
                                    agile workbox

flexible + mobile

temporary workplace

teamwork / individual workstation
                                  COVER Sit-Stand Table
	[image: SOLO 22][Translate to English:] Robuster Sitz-Steh-Tisch
                                    [Translate to English:] T-Fuß mit flacher Kufe

viele Ausstattungsmerkmale

ökonomisches Tischsystem
                                  SOLO 22
	[image: DUO 22]Double workstation without foot stabilizer
                                    Robust sitting-standing table

Many features

Economical table system
                                  DUO 22
	[image: STAGE SX]Modular sit-stand table
                                    further development of the STAGE system

equipment with smart interface
                                  STAGE SX
	[image: M7 Trailer / CHANGE]CHANGE angular workstation
                                    Combination of table, storage space and shelf

Personal storage space

Structuring of workstations
                                  M7 Trailer / CHANGE
	[image: M7 Trailer / STAGE SX]STAGE SX angular workstation
                                    Combination of table, storage space and shelf

Personal storage space

Structuring of workstations
                                  M7 Trailer / STAGE SX


	Conference Tables	[image: CHANGE conference]Sit-stand conference facilities
                                    High-class design

Function in every detail

Many additions

Flexible integration of media connections
                                  CHANGE conference
	[image: ICON conference]Conference tables and systems
                                    Ageless design

Modular building

High-grade finishing

Flexible integration of media connections

Economical table system
                                  ICON conference
	[image: LET'S TALK ROUND]Representative meeting table
                                    Excellent materials

Classic central base

Flexible integration of media connection
                                  LET'S TALK ROUND
	[image: LET'S TALK FLIP]Mobile folding table
                                    Horizontally stackable

Excellent materials

Flexible integration of media connections
                                  LET'S TALK FLIP


	Desks Seat Height	[image: LET'S TALK ROUND]Representative meeting table
                                    Excellent materials

Classic central base

Flexible integration of media connection
                                  LET'S TALK ROUND
	[image: ICON work table]Classic four leg table program
                                    Ageless design

Modular building

High-grade finishing

Economical table system
                                  ICON work table
	[image: ICON Workbench]Double and group workstation
                                    Workbench

2-person workstation

clearly structured

height adjustable
                                  ICON Workbench
	[image: ICON A-Table]Single work table
                                    Sturdy A-foot frame

Fixed height 

For changing users
                                  ICON A-Table
	[image: ICON A-Bench]Group work table
                                    Workbench

Communicative and transparent

Functional rail

Fixed in height and stable
                                  ICON A-Bench
	[image: HAIMISH working desk]For home office and office
                                    height-fix 750 mm

many accessories for daily office work

high quality in design and materials

homely appearance
                                  HAIMISH working desk
	[image: M1 Secretary ]Secretary in four versions
                                    fold-out or with drawer

for large and small screens

up to 60 cm working depth
                                  M1 Secretary 
	[image: M1 Desk]Desk from M1 elements
                                    Flexibly expandable table program

Compatible with M1 storage box

Very simple modification

Versatile configurations
                                  M1 Desk


	Cabinet Systems	[image: M1 ]M1 stacking box system
                                    highly flexible modular system

tool-free assembly

discreet lines

high design standard

W 400 / 800 mm

H 200 / 400 / 800 mm
                                  M1 
	[image: M3]Versatile system cabinet
                                    Trademarked handle concept

Seven front versions

W 40/60/80/100/120/160 cm

H 1-6 BH
                                  M3
	[image: M7][Translate to English:] Schranksystem mit Gleit-Schwebetüren
                                    [Translate to English:] großflächige Türen

hohe Funktionalität

Fronten optional mit Stoffbespannung

B 60 / 80 / 100 cm

H 2-6 OH
                                  M7
	[image: M8]Economic storage system
                                    Opening swing doors

W 60 / 80 / 100 / 120 cm

H 2-6 BH
                                  M8
	[image: M9]High quality sideboard system
                                    Representative solitaire

Flush sliding doors

W 120 / 160 / 180 / 200 /2 40 cm

H 1,5-3 BH
                                  M9
	[image: M10]High quality wall unit
                                    flush sliding doors

generous front elements

optionally with fabric covering

W 80 / 100 / 120 cm

H 2-6 BH
                                  M10


	VERSA S	[image: VERSA S]Rolling and standing pedestals
                                    classic design

highly customizable

H 468 / 519 / 568 / 721 mm

W 340 / 440 mm

D 600 / 800 / 900 / 1000 mm
                                  VERSA S


	VERSA P	[image: VERSA P]Pharmacist cabinet
                                    highly customizable

storage space and room division

temporary standing workstation

2 and 3 BH
                                  VERSA P


	VERSA H	[image: VERSA H Caddy]Extensive caddy system
                                    comprehensive product family

wide range of variants

highly customizable

W/D/H 430 / 428 / 1050 mm
                                  VERSA H Caddy
	[image: VERSA H MiniCaddy]Mini Caddy
                                    functional companion

with seat cushion

with transport handle

with drawers

W/D/H 430 / 428 / 575 mm
                                  VERSA H MiniCaddy


	Seating Arrangements	[image: VARIO STAY Soft Seating System]Modular seating landscape
                                    zoning option

easily configurable

for a modern working world
                                  VARIO STAY Soft Seating System
	[image: VERSA H MiniCaddy]Mini Caddy
                                    functional companion

with seat cushion

with transport handle

with drawers

W/D/H 430 / 428 / 575 mm
                                  VERSA H MiniCaddy
	[image: COVER chair]Agile workbox
                                    flexible + mobile

sit-stand table

counter-height table

armchair
                                  COVER chair
	[image: CONCLUSION ]Lounge
                                    structured rooms

holistic furnishing

reception, lounge, central zone

waiting area
                                  CONCLUSION 
	[image: CONCLUSION]Double Lounge
                                    Quiet and privacy

Concentrated work

Double lounge with table

and electrification
                                  CONCLUSION
	[image: M1 Arena]M1 Seating landscape
                                    Modular system

Highly flexible stacking box

Optional expandable
                                  M1 Arena
	[image: ICON bench | stool]Bench + stool
                                    manifold applicable

robust and stable

high quality seat covers 

3 different fabric collections
                                  ICON bench | stool
	[image: M1 seating niche]Seating niche M1 system
                                    Seat depth 50 cm (with back wall)

seat depth 60 cm (without back wall)

high quality upholstery

optionally with lighting
                                  M1 seating niche
	[image: M1 Seating Cube]Seating cube
                                    uncomplicated

variable

playful

3 fabric collections
                                  M1 Seating Cube


	Partition Systems	[image: Universal Privacy Screen]Universal wall system
                                    delimit work areas

protect employees

fits all table tops in the thickness of 13 - 35 mm
                                  Universal Privacy Screen
	[image: PET PORT]Lightweight partition system
                                    screen or partition wall

high-strength modular system

made of 100% pure PET

acoustically effective

T 40 mm
                                  PET PORT
	[image: S40]Economical wall system
                                    unobtrusive design

acoustically effective

depth 40 mm
                                  S40
	[image: S31]Frameless wall system
                                    attractive price/performance ratio

quick assembly with plug-in connections

light and mobile

wall thickness 31 mm
                                  S31
	[image: EDGE]Mobile partition system
                                    supports agile ways of working with ease

promotes hybrid working situations

for employees and guests of large offices

acoustically effective
                                  EDGE
	[image: CONCLUSION Phone Box]Phone box and retreat
                                    quiet islands for large areas

optimal noise protection

can be moved in the room
                                  CONCLUSION Phone Box


	Counters + Service	[image: CONCLUSION]Reception
                                    Entrance area

Reception counter

Counter
                                  CONCLUSION
	[image: CONCLUSION ]Housing for serving area
                                    Middle zone

Screening

Room division
                                  CONCLUSION 


	Counter-Height Tables	[image: ICON Bistro counter-height table]Counter-height Table
                                    Informal meetings

Ageless design

High-grade finishing

Modular building
                                  ICON Bistro counter-height table
	[image: ICON lectern]Standing or reading desk
                                    Clean design

Light appearance
                                  ICON lectern
	[image: COVER counter height desk]Movable standing table
                                    agile workbox

flexible + mobile

sit-stand table

counter-height table

armchair
                                  COVER counter height desk
	[image: M1 counterheight table]Standing table made of M1 elements
                                    flexibly expandable table program

compatible with M1 stacking box

very simple conversion

versatile configurations
                                  M1 counterheight table


	Coat Racks + Lockers	[image: BAG]Portable felt box
                                    personal storage space

co working space

adapter for mounting on tables and shelves
                                  BAG
	[image: CONCLUSION]Coat Rack
                                    freestanding coat rack

restrained design

acoustically effective

room-dividing
                                  CONCLUSION
	[image: M1 Coat Rack]Coat rack
                                    middle zone

free standing

with lockers
                                  M1 Coat Rack
	[image: M1 Coat Rack mobile]Mobile coat rack
                                    privacy screen

back side as whiteboard

rollable
                                  M1 Coat Rack mobile
	[image: M3 Locker]Safe storage space
                                    current trend colors

customizable

optionally with electronic RFID lock
                                  M3 Locker
	[image: CONCLUSION Phone Box]Phone box and retreat
                                    quiet islands for large areas

optimal noise protection

can be moved in the room
                                  CONCLUSION Phone Box


	Accessories	[image: BAG]Portable felt box
                                    personal storage space

co working space

adapter for mounting on tables and shelves
                                  BAG
	[image: Felt Boxes]Sort, stack and store
                                    optimized for Din A4 formats

optimized for all VARIO cabinet systems

stackable

3 sizes
                                  Felt Boxes


	Open Space	[image: CONCLUSION ]Single Workstation
                                    Table-Wall-System

Structures rooms

Integrates light and technology

Holistic facility

From reception, lounge, middle zone to sitting/standing workstations
                                  CONCLUSION 
	[image: CONCLUSION]Group Workstation
                                    table-wall system

structures rooms

integrates light and technology

holistic furnishing

optimal linking
                                  CONCLUSION
	[image: PET PORT]Lightweight partition system
                                    screen or partition wall

high-strength modular system

made of 100% pure PET

acoustically effective

T 40 mm
                                  PET PORT
	[image: VARIO STAY Soft Seating System]Modular seating landscape
                                    zoning option

easily configurable

for a modern working world
                                  VARIO STAY Soft Seating System
	[image: VERSA H Caddy]Extensive caddy system
                                    comprehensive product family

wide range of variants

highly customizable

W/D/H 430 / 428 / 1050 mm
                                  VERSA H Caddy
	[image: ICON conference]Conference tables and systems
                                    Ageless design

Modular building

High-grade finishing

Flexible integration of media connections

Economical table system
                                  ICON conference
	[image: BAG]Portable felt box
                                    personal storage space

co working space

adapter for mounting on tables and shelves
                                  BAG
	[image: VERSA P]Pharmacist cabinet
                                    highly customizable

storage space and room division

temporary standing workstation

2 and 3 BH
                                  VERSA P
	[image: M1 ]M1 stacking box system
                                    highly flexible modular system

tool-free assembly

discreet lines

high design standard

W 400 / 800 mm

H 200 / 400 / 800 mm
                                  M1 
	[image: COVER chair]Agile workbox
                                    flexible + mobile

sit-stand table

counter-height table

armchair
                                  COVER chair
	[image: COVER counter height desk]Movable standing table
                                    agile workbox

flexible + mobile

sit-stand table

counter-height table

armchair
                                  COVER counter height desk
	[image: CONCLUSION ]Housing for serving area
                                    Middle zone

Screening

Room division
                                  CONCLUSION 
	[image: COVER Sit-Stand Table]Mobile sitting standing table
                                    agile workbox

flexible + mobile

temporary workplace

teamwork / individual workstation
                                  COVER Sit-Stand Table
	[image: S40]Economical wall system
                                    unobtrusive design

acoustically effective

depth 40 mm
                                  S40
	[image: S31]Frameless wall system
                                    attractive price/performance ratio

quick assembly with plug-in connections

light and mobile

wall thickness 31 mm
                                  S31
	[image: M1 counterheight table]Standing table made of M1 elements
                                    flexibly expandable table program

compatible with M1 stacking box

very simple conversion

versatile configurations
                                  M1 counterheight table
	[image: EDGE]Mobile partition system
                                    supports agile ways of working with ease

promotes hybrid working situations

for employees and guests of large offices

acoustically effective
                                  EDGE
	[image: CONCLUSION]Double Lounge
                                    Quiet and privacy

Concentrated work

Double lounge with table

and electrification
                                  CONCLUSION
	[image: M3 Locker]Safe storage space
                                    current trend colors

customizable

optionally with electronic RFID lock
                                  M3 Locker
	[image: M1 Arena]M1 Seating landscape
                                    Modular system

Highly flexible stacking box

Optional expandable
                                  M1 Arena
	[image: CONCLUSION Phone Box]Phone box and retreat
                                    quiet islands for large areas

optimal noise protection

can be moved in the room
                                  CONCLUSION Phone Box
	[image: M1 seating niche]Seating niche M1 system
                                    Seat depth 50 cm (with back wall)

seat depth 60 cm (without back wall)

high quality upholstery

optionally with lighting
                                  M1 seating niche
	[image: M3]Versatile system cabinet
                                    Trademarked handle concept

Seven front versions

W 40/60/80/100/120/160 cm

H 1-6 BH
                                  M3
	[image: ICON Workbench]Double and group workstation
                                    Workbench

2-person workstation

clearly structured

height adjustable
                                  ICON Workbench
	[image: M1 Seating Cube]Seating cube
                                    uncomplicated

variable

playful

3 fabric collections
                                  M1 Seating Cube
	[image: ICON A-Table]Single work table
                                    Sturdy A-foot frame

Fixed height 

For changing users
                                  ICON A-Table
	[image: ICON A-Bench]Group work table
                                    Workbench

Communicative and transparent

Functional rail

Fixed in height and stable
                                  ICON A-Bench
	[image: STAGE SX]Modular sit-stand table
                                    further development of the STAGE system

equipment with smart interface
                                  STAGE SX
	[image: M7][Translate to English:] Schranksystem mit Gleit-Schwebetüren
                                    [Translate to English:] großflächige Türen

hohe Funktionalität

Fronten optional mit Stoffbespannung

B 60 / 80 / 100 cm

H 2-6 OH
                                  M7
	[image: M7 Trailer / STAGE SX]STAGE SX angular workstation
                                    Combination of table, storage space and shelf

Personal storage space

Structuring of workstations
                                  M7 Trailer / STAGE SX
	[image: M8]Economic storage system
                                    Opening swing doors

W 60 / 80 / 100 / 120 cm

H 2-6 BH
                                  M8
	[image: M1 Secretary ]Secretary in four versions
                                    fold-out or with drawer

for large and small screens

up to 60 cm working depth
                                  M1 Secretary 
	[image: M9]High quality sideboard system
                                    Representative solitaire

Flush sliding doors

W 120 / 160 / 180 / 200 /2 40 cm

H 1,5-3 BH
                                  M9
	[image: M10]High quality wall unit
                                    flush sliding doors

generous front elements

optionally with fabric covering

W 80 / 100 / 120 cm

H 2-6 BH
                                  M10
	[image: M1 Desk]Desk from M1 elements
                                    Flexibly expandable table program

Compatible with M1 storage box

Very simple modification

Versatile configurations
                                  M1 Desk


	Team Office	[image: CONCLUSION]Group Workstation
                                    table-wall system

structures rooms

integrates light and technology

holistic furnishing

optimal linking
                                  CONCLUSION
	[image: PET PORT]Lightweight partition system
                                    screen or partition wall

high-strength modular system

made of 100% pure PET

acoustically effective

T 40 mm
                                  PET PORT
	[image: VERSA H Caddy]Extensive caddy system
                                    comprehensive product family

wide range of variants

highly customizable

W/D/H 430 / 428 / 1050 mm
                                  VERSA H Caddy
	[image: ICON conference]Conference tables and systems
                                    Ageless design

Modular building

High-grade finishing

Flexible integration of media connections

Economical table system
                                  ICON conference
	[image: BAG]Portable felt box
                                    personal storage space

co working space

adapter for mounting on tables and shelves
                                  BAG
	[image: ICON lectern]Standing or reading desk
                                    Clean design

Light appearance
                                  ICON lectern
	[image: VERSA H MiniCaddy]Mini Caddy
                                    functional companion

with seat cushion

with transport handle

with drawers

W/D/H 430 / 428 / 575 mm
                                  VERSA H MiniCaddy
	[image: VERSA P]Pharmacist cabinet
                                    highly customizable

storage space and room division

temporary standing workstation

2 and 3 BH
                                  VERSA P
	[image: VERSA S]Rolling and standing pedestals
                                    classic design

highly customizable

H 468 / 519 / 568 / 721 mm

W 340 / 440 mm

D 600 / 800 / 900 / 1000 mm
                                  VERSA S
	[image: HAIMISH Sit-Stand Table]Sit-stand table for home office and office
                                    electromotive adjustment from 650 - 1300 mm

many accessories for daily office work

high quality in design and materials
                                  HAIMISH Sit-Stand Table
	[image: COVER chair]Agile workbox
                                    flexible + mobile

sit-stand table

counter-height table

armchair
                                  COVER chair
	[image: COVER counter height desk]Movable standing table
                                    agile workbox

flexible + mobile

sit-stand table

counter-height table

armchair
                                  COVER counter height desk
	[image: LET'S TALK FLIP]Mobile folding table
                                    Horizontally stackable

Excellent materials

Flexible integration of media connections
                                  LET'S TALK FLIP
	[image: COVER Sit-Stand Table]Mobile sitting standing table
                                    agile workbox

flexible + mobile

temporary workplace

teamwork / individual workstation
                                  COVER Sit-Stand Table
	[image: M1 counterheight table]Standing table made of M1 elements
                                    flexibly expandable table program

compatible with M1 stacking box

very simple conversion

versatile configurations
                                  M1 counterheight table
	[image: M3 Locker]Safe storage space
                                    current trend colors

customizable

optionally with electronic RFID lock
                                  M3 Locker
	[image: ICON Workbench]Double and group workstation
                                    Workbench

2-person workstation

clearly structured

height adjustable
                                  ICON Workbench
	[image: DUO 22]Double workstation without foot stabilizer
                                    Robust sitting-standing table

Many features

Economical table system
                                  DUO 22
	[image: ICON A-Bench]Group work table
                                    Workbench

Communicative and transparent

Functional rail

Fixed in height and stable
                                  ICON A-Bench
	[image: HAIMISH working desk]For home office and office
                                    height-fix 750 mm

many accessories for daily office work

high quality in design and materials

homely appearance
                                  HAIMISH working desk
	[image: M7 Trailer / CHANGE]CHANGE angular workstation
                                    Combination of table, storage space and shelf

Personal storage space

Structuring of workstations
                                  M7 Trailer / CHANGE
	[image: M1 Desk]Desk from M1 elements
                                    Flexibly expandable table program

Compatible with M1 storage box

Very simple modification

Versatile configurations
                                  M1 Desk


	Kitchen + Bar	[image: ICON Bistro counter-height table]Counter-height Table
                                    Informal meetings

Ageless design

High-grade finishing

Modular building
                                  ICON Bistro counter-height table
	[image: LET'S TALK ROUND]Representative meeting table
                                    Excellent materials

Classic central base

Flexible integration of media connection
                                  LET'S TALK ROUND
	[image: CONCLUSION]Reception
                                    Entrance area

Reception counter

Counter
                                  CONCLUSION
	[image: CONCLUSION ]Housing for serving area
                                    Middle zone

Screening

Room division
                                  CONCLUSION 
	[image: ICON bench | stool]Bench + stool
                                    manifold applicable

robust and stable

high quality seat covers 

3 different fabric collections
                                  ICON bench | stool
	[image: HAIMISH working desk]For home office and office
                                    height-fix 750 mm

many accessories for daily office work

high quality in design and materials

homely appearance
                                  HAIMISH working desk


	Meeting + Conference	[image: CHANGE conference]Sit-stand conference facilities
                                    High-class design

Function in every detail

Many additions

Flexible integration of media connections
                                  CHANGE conference
	[image: ICON conference]Conference tables and systems
                                    Ageless design

Modular building

High-grade finishing

Flexible integration of media connections

Economical table system
                                  ICON conference
	[image: ICON Bistro counter-height table]Counter-height Table
                                    Informal meetings

Ageless design

High-grade finishing

Modular building
                                  ICON Bistro counter-height table
	[image: ICON lectern]Standing or reading desk
                                    Clean design

Light appearance
                                  ICON lectern
	[image: LET'S TALK ROUND]Representative meeting table
                                    Excellent materials

Classic central base

Flexible integration of media connection
                                  LET'S TALK ROUND
	[image: COVER chair]Agile workbox
                                    flexible + mobile

sit-stand table

counter-height table

armchair
                                  COVER chair
	[image: COVER counter height desk]Movable standing table
                                    agile workbox

flexible + mobile

sit-stand table

counter-height table

armchair
                                  COVER counter height desk
	[image: LET'S TALK FLIP]Mobile folding table
                                    Horizontally stackable

Excellent materials

Flexible integration of media connections
                                  LET'S TALK FLIP
	[image: EDGE]Mobile partition system
                                    supports agile ways of working with ease

promotes hybrid working situations

for employees and guests of large offices

acoustically effective
                                  EDGE
	[image: ICON Workbench]Double and group workstation
                                    Workbench

2-person workstation

clearly structured

height adjustable
                                  ICON Workbench
	[image: M1 Seating Cube]Seating cube
                                    uncomplicated

variable

playful

3 fabric collections
                                  M1 Seating Cube
	[image: ICON A-Bench]Group work table
                                    Workbench

Communicative and transparent

Functional rail

Fixed in height and stable
                                  ICON A-Bench
	[image: HAIMISH working desk]For home office and office
                                    height-fix 750 mm

many accessories for daily office work

high quality in design and materials

homely appearance
                                  HAIMISH working desk


	Central Zone	[image: PET PORT]Lightweight partition system
                                    screen or partition wall

high-strength modular system

made of 100% pure PET

acoustically effective

T 40 mm
                                  PET PORT
	[image: VARIO STAY Soft Seating System]Modular seating landscape
                                    zoning option

easily configurable

for a modern working world
                                  VARIO STAY Soft Seating System
	[image: ICON Bistro counter-height table]Counter-height Table
                                    Informal meetings

Ageless design

High-grade finishing

Modular building
                                  ICON Bistro counter-height table
	[image: VERSA H MiniCaddy]Mini Caddy
                                    functional companion

with seat cushion

with transport handle

with drawers

W/D/H 430 / 428 / 575 mm
                                  VERSA H MiniCaddy
	[image: M1 ]M1 stacking box system
                                    highly flexible modular system

tool-free assembly

discreet lines

high design standard

W 400 / 800 mm

H 200 / 400 / 800 mm
                                  M1 
	[image: VERSA S]Rolling and standing pedestals
                                    classic design

highly customizable

H 468 / 519 / 568 / 721 mm

W 340 / 440 mm

D 600 / 800 / 900 / 1000 mm
                                  VERSA S
	[image: CONCLUSION]Reception
                                    Entrance area

Reception counter

Counter
                                  CONCLUSION
	[image: CONCLUSION]Coat Rack
                                    freestanding coat rack

restrained design

acoustically effective

room-dividing
                                  CONCLUSION
	[image: COVER chair]Agile workbox
                                    flexible + mobile

sit-stand table

counter-height table

armchair
                                  COVER chair
	[image: COVER counter height desk]Movable standing table
                                    agile workbox

flexible + mobile

sit-stand table

counter-height table

armchair
                                  COVER counter height desk
	[image: CONCLUSION ]Housing for serving area
                                    Middle zone

Screening

Room division
                                  CONCLUSION 
	[image: COVER Sit-Stand Table]Mobile sitting standing table
                                    agile workbox

flexible + mobile

temporary workplace

teamwork / individual workstation
                                  COVER Sit-Stand Table
	[image: S40]Economical wall system
                                    unobtrusive design

acoustically effective

depth 40 mm
                                  S40
	[image: M1 Coat Rack]Coat rack
                                    middle zone

free standing

with lockers
                                  M1 Coat Rack
	[image: S31]Frameless wall system
                                    attractive price/performance ratio

quick assembly with plug-in connections

light and mobile

wall thickness 31 mm
                                  S31
	[image: M1 Coat Rack mobile]Mobile coat rack
                                    privacy screen

back side as whiteboard

rollable
                                  M1 Coat Rack mobile
	[image: EDGE]Mobile partition system
                                    supports agile ways of working with ease

promotes hybrid working situations

for employees and guests of large offices

acoustically effective
                                  EDGE
	[image: CONCLUSION ]Lounge
                                    structured rooms

holistic furnishing

reception, lounge, central zone

waiting area
                                  CONCLUSION 
	[image: CONCLUSION]Double Lounge
                                    Quiet and privacy

Concentrated work

Double lounge with table

and electrification
                                  CONCLUSION
	[image: M3 Locker]Safe storage space
                                    current trend colors

customizable

optionally with electronic RFID lock
                                  M3 Locker
	[image: M1 Arena]M1 Seating landscape
                                    Modular system

Highly flexible stacking box

Optional expandable
                                  M1 Arena
	[image: CONCLUSION Phone Box]Phone box and retreat
                                    quiet islands for large areas

optimal noise protection

can be moved in the room
                                  CONCLUSION Phone Box
	[image: ICON bench | stool]Bench + stool
                                    manifold applicable

robust and stable

high quality seat covers 

3 different fabric collections
                                  ICON bench | stool
	[image: M1 seating niche]Seating niche M1 system
                                    Seat depth 50 cm (with back wall)

seat depth 60 cm (without back wall)

high quality upholstery

optionally with lighting
                                  M1 seating niche
	[image: M1 Seating Cube]Seating cube
                                    uncomplicated

variable

playful

3 fabric collections
                                  M1 Seating Cube
	[image: M8]Economic storage system
                                    Opening swing doors

W 60 / 80 / 100 / 120 cm

H 2-6 BH
                                  M8
	[image: M9]High quality sideboard system
                                    Representative solitaire

Flush sliding doors

W 120 / 160 / 180 / 200 /2 40 cm

H 1,5-3 BH
                                  M9
	[image: M10]High quality wall unit
                                    flush sliding doors

generous front elements

optionally with fabric covering

W 80 / 100 / 120 cm

H 2-6 BH
                                  M10


	Single Workplace	[image: CHANGE ]High-quality sitting-standing table
                                    Design instead of technology

C- and T-base same design

Light thanks to aluminium

Function in every detail

Many additions
                                  CHANGE 
	[image: CHANGE management]Conference and work table
                                    Design instead of technology

Light thanks to aluminium

Function in every detail

Many additions
                                  CHANGE management
	[image: CONCLUSION ]Single Workstation
                                    Table-Wall-System

Structures rooms

Integrates light and technology

Holistic facility

From reception, lounge, middle zone to sitting/standing workstations
                                  CONCLUSION 
	[image: VERSA P]Pharmacist cabinet
                                    highly customizable

storage space and room division

temporary standing workstation

2 and 3 BH
                                  VERSA P
	[image: VERSA S]Rolling and standing pedestals
                                    classic design

highly customizable

H 468 / 519 / 568 / 721 mm

W 340 / 440 mm

D 600 / 800 / 900 / 1000 mm
                                  VERSA S
	[image: HAIMISH Sit-Stand Table]Sit-stand table for home office and office
                                    electromotive adjustment from 650 - 1300 mm

many accessories for daily office work

high quality in design and materials
                                  HAIMISH Sit-Stand Table
	[image: ICON work table]Classic four leg table program
                                    Ageless design

Modular building

High-grade finishing

Economical table system
                                  ICON work table
	[image: SOLO 22][Translate to English:] Robuster Sitz-Steh-Tisch
                                    [Translate to English:] T-Fuß mit flacher Kufe

viele Ausstattungsmerkmale

ökonomisches Tischsystem
                                  SOLO 22
	[image: ICON A-Table]Single work table
                                    Sturdy A-foot frame

Fixed height 

For changing users
                                  ICON A-Table
	[image: STAGE SX]Modular sit-stand table
                                    further development of the STAGE system

equipment with smart interface
                                  STAGE SX
	[image: HAIMISH working desk]For home office and office
                                    height-fix 750 mm

many accessories for daily office work

high quality in design and materials

homely appearance
                                  HAIMISH working desk
	[image: M7 Trailer / CHANGE]CHANGE angular workstation
                                    Combination of table, storage space and shelf

Personal storage space

Structuring of workstations
                                  M7 Trailer / CHANGE
	[image: M7 Trailer / STAGE SX]STAGE SX angular workstation
                                    Combination of table, storage space and shelf

Personal storage space

Structuring of workstations
                                  M7 Trailer / STAGE SX
	[image: M1 Desk]Desk from M1 elements
                                    Flexibly expandable table program

Compatible with M1 storage box

Very simple modification

Versatile configurations
                                  M1 Desk


	Home Office	[image: PET PORT]Lightweight partition system
                                    screen or partition wall

high-strength modular system

made of 100% pure PET

acoustically effective

T 40 mm
                                  PET PORT
	[image: VERSA H Caddy]Extensive caddy system
                                    comprehensive product family

wide range of variants

highly customizable

W/D/H 430 / 428 / 1050 mm
                                  VERSA H Caddy
	[image: ICON lectern]Standing or reading desk
                                    Clean design

Light appearance
                                  ICON lectern
	[image: VERSA H MiniCaddy]Mini Caddy
                                    functional companion

with seat cushion

with transport handle

with drawers

W/D/H 430 / 428 / 575 mm
                                  VERSA H MiniCaddy
	[image: VERSA S]Rolling and standing pedestals
                                    classic design

highly customizable

H 468 / 519 / 568 / 721 mm

W 340 / 440 mm

D 600 / 800 / 900 / 1000 mm
                                  VERSA S
	[image: HAIMISH Sit-Stand Table]Sit-stand table for home office and office
                                    electromotive adjustment from 650 - 1300 mm

many accessories for daily office work

high quality in design and materials
                                  HAIMISH Sit-Stand Table
	[image: COVER Sit-Stand Table]Mobile sitting standing table
                                    agile workbox

flexible + mobile

temporary workplace

teamwork / individual workstation
                                  COVER Sit-Stand Table
	[image: M1 Seating Cube]Seating cube
                                    uncomplicated

variable

playful

3 fabric collections
                                  M1 Seating Cube
	[image: ICON A-Table]Single work table
                                    Sturdy A-foot frame

Fixed height 

For changing users
                                  ICON A-Table
	[image: STAGE SX]Modular sit-stand table
                                    further development of the STAGE system

equipment with smart interface
                                  STAGE SX
	[image: HAIMISH working desk]For home office and office
                                    height-fix 750 mm

many accessories for daily office work

high quality in design and materials

homely appearance
                                  HAIMISH working desk
	[image: M1 Secretary ]Secretary in four versions
                                    fold-out or with drawer

for large and small screens

up to 60 cm working depth
                                  M1 Secretary 
	[image: M1 Desk]Desk from M1 elements
                                    Flexibly expandable table program

Compatible with M1 storage box

Very simple modification

Versatile configurations
                                  M1 Desk


	PopUp Store	[image: PET PORT]Lightweight partition system
                                    screen or partition wall

high-strength modular system

made of 100% pure PET

acoustically effective

T 40 mm
                                  PET PORT
	[image: ICON conference]Conference tables and systems
                                    Ageless design

Modular building

High-grade finishing

Flexible integration of media connections

Economical table system
                                  ICON conference
	[image: ICON Bistro counter-height table]Counter-height Table
                                    Informal meetings

Ageless design

High-grade finishing

Modular building
                                  ICON Bistro counter-height table
	[image: BAG]Portable felt box
                                    personal storage space

co working space

adapter for mounting on tables and shelves
                                  BAG
	[image: ICON lectern]Standing or reading desk
                                    Clean design

Light appearance
                                  ICON lectern
	[image: VERSA H MiniCaddy]Mini Caddy
                                    functional companion

with seat cushion

with transport handle

with drawers

W/D/H 430 / 428 / 575 mm
                                  VERSA H MiniCaddy
	[image: Felt Boxes]Sort, stack and store
                                    optimized for Din A4 formats

optimized for all VARIO cabinet systems

stackable

3 sizes
                                  Felt Boxes
	[image: COVER chair]Agile workbox
                                    flexible + mobile

sit-stand table

counter-height table

armchair
                                  COVER chair
	[image: COVER counter height desk]Movable standing table
                                    agile workbox

flexible + mobile

sit-stand table

counter-height table

armchair
                                  COVER counter height desk
	[image: COVER Sit-Stand Table]Mobile sitting standing table
                                    agile workbox

flexible + mobile

temporary workplace

teamwork / individual workstation
                                  COVER Sit-Stand Table
	[image: ICON work table]Classic four leg table program
                                    Ageless design

Modular building

High-grade finishing

Economical table system
                                  ICON work table
	[image: M1 Coat Rack]Coat rack
                                    middle zone

free standing

with lockers
                                  M1 Coat Rack
	[image: M1 counterheight table]Standing table made of M1 elements
                                    flexibly expandable table program

compatible with M1 stacking box

very simple conversion

versatile configurations
                                  M1 counterheight table
	[image: EDGE]Mobile partition system
                                    supports agile ways of working with ease

promotes hybrid working situations

for employees and guests of large offices

acoustically effective
                                  EDGE
	[image: ICON bench | stool]Bench + stool
                                    manifold applicable

robust and stable

high quality seat covers 

3 different fabric collections
                                  ICON bench | stool
	[image: M1 seating niche]Seating niche M1 system
                                    Seat depth 50 cm (with back wall)

seat depth 60 cm (without back wall)

high quality upholstery

optionally with lighting
                                  M1 seating niche
	[image: ICON Workbench]Double and group workstation
                                    Workbench

2-person workstation

clearly structured

height adjustable
                                  ICON Workbench
	[image: M1 Seating Cube]Seating cube
                                    uncomplicated

variable

playful

3 fabric collections
                                  M1 Seating Cube
	[image: ICON A-Table]Single work table
                                    Sturdy A-foot frame

Fixed height 

For changing users
                                  ICON A-Table
	[image: ICON A-Bench]Group work table
                                    Workbench

Communicative and transparent

Functional rail

Fixed in height and stable
                                  ICON A-Bench
	[image: M1 Secretary ]Secretary in four versions
                                    fold-out or with drawer

for large and small screens

up to 60 cm working depth
                                  M1 Secretary 
	[image: M1 Desk]Desk from M1 elements
                                    Flexibly expandable table program

Compatible with M1 storage box

Very simple modification

Versatile configurations
                                  M1 Desk


	Reception + Lounge	[image: VARIO STAY Soft Seating System]Modular seating landscape
                                    zoning option

easily configurable

for a modern working world
                                  VARIO STAY Soft Seating System
	[image: CONCLUSION]Reception
                                    Entrance area

Reception counter

Counter
                                  CONCLUSION
	[image: CONCLUSION]Coat Rack
                                    freestanding coat rack

restrained design

acoustically effective

room-dividing
                                  CONCLUSION
	[image: COVER chair]Agile workbox
                                    flexible + mobile

sit-stand table

counter-height table

armchair
                                  COVER chair
	[image: COVER counter height desk]Movable standing table
                                    agile workbox

flexible + mobile

sit-stand table

counter-height table

armchair
                                  COVER counter height desk
	[image: CONCLUSION ]Housing for serving area
                                    Middle zone

Screening

Room division
                                  CONCLUSION 
	[image: M1 Coat Rack]Coat rack
                                    middle zone

free standing

with lockers
                                  M1 Coat Rack
	[image: S31]Frameless wall system
                                    attractive price/performance ratio

quick assembly with plug-in connections

light and mobile

wall thickness 31 mm
                                  S31
	[image: M1 Coat Rack mobile]Mobile coat rack
                                    privacy screen

back side as whiteboard

rollable
                                  M1 Coat Rack mobile
	[image: EDGE]Mobile partition system
                                    supports agile ways of working with ease

promotes hybrid working situations

for employees and guests of large offices

acoustically effective
                                  EDGE
	[image: CONCLUSION ]Lounge
                                    structured rooms

holistic furnishing

reception, lounge, central zone

waiting area
                                  CONCLUSION 
	[image: CONCLUSION]Double Lounge
                                    Quiet and privacy

Concentrated work

Double lounge with table

and electrification
                                  CONCLUSION
	[image: M3 Locker]Safe storage space
                                    current trend colors

customizable

optionally with electronic RFID lock
                                  M3 Locker
	[image: M1 Arena]M1 Seating landscape
                                    Modular system

Highly flexible stacking box

Optional expandable
                                  M1 Arena
	[image: CONCLUSION Phone Box]Phone box and retreat
                                    quiet islands for large areas

optimal noise protection

can be moved in the room
                                  CONCLUSION Phone Box
	[image: M1 seating niche]Seating niche M1 system
                                    Seat depth 50 cm (with back wall)

seat depth 60 cm (without back wall)

high quality upholstery

optionally with lighting
                                  M1 seating niche
	[image: M1 Seating Cube]Seating cube
                                    uncomplicated

variable

playful

3 fabric collections
                                  M1 Seating Cube
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